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On Designing Time-Varying Delay Feedback
Controllers for Master–Slave Synchronization

of Lur’e Systems
Qing-Long Han

Abstract—This paper is concerned with the problem of designing
time-varying delay feedback controllers for master–slave synchro-
nization of Lur’e systems. Two cases of time-varying delays are
fully considered; one is the time-varying delay being continuous
uniformly bounded while the other is the time-varying delay being
differentiable uniformly bounded with the derivative of the delay
bounded by a constant. Based on Lyapunov–Krasovskii functional
approach, some delay-dependent synchronization criteria are first
obtained and formulated in the form of linear matrix inequalities
(LMIs). The relationship between synchronization criteria for the
two cases of time-varying delays is built. Then, sufficient conditions
on the existence of a time-varying delay feedback controller are de-
rived by employing these newly-obtained synchronization criteria.
The controller gains can be achieved by solving a set of LMIs. Fi-
nally, Chua’s circuit is used to illustrate the effectiveness of the de-
sign method.

Index Terms—Absolute stability, controller design, linear matrix
inequality (LMI), Lur’e systems, state feedback, static output feed-
back, synchronization, time-varying delay.

I. INTRODUCTION

C
HAOTIC synchronization [2] has received considerable

attention due to its practical applications such as secure

communications in which an information bearing signal is

hidden on a chaotic carrier signal [10], [12], [22]. As is well

known, there are some nonlinear systems, such as Chua’s cir-

cuit, -scroll attractors and hyperchaotic attractors [23], which

can be represented as Lur’e systems. Therefore, master–slave

synchronization for Lur’e systems has well studied in the

last decade [4], [5], [14], [16], [17], [19], [21], [22]. For the

master–slave systems which are identical and autonomous,

Curran and Chua [4] built the relationship between a synchro-

nization problem and absolute stability theory. Curran et al. [5]

extended the work in [4] using a Lur’e–Postnikov Lyapunov

functional. The main idea in [4], [5] is to employ a unified

approach [22], which reformulates chaotic synchronization as

a Lur’e system and then discusses the absolute stability of its

error system. For the master–slave systems which are identical

and nonautonomous, the synchronization scheme was inter-

preted as a model-reference control scheme in standard plant
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form, with exogenous input and regulated output [18]. For the

master–slave systems which are nonidentical, i.e., parameters

are mismatch between the two systems, the reader is referred to

[19], [20] and the references therein.

Due to the propagation delay frequently encountered in

remote master–slave synchronization schemes, recently, there

have been some research efforts to investigate the delay effect

on master–slave synchronization. For example, in [23], some

delay-independent and delay-dependent criteria were derived

for master–slave synchronization of Lur’e systems using a

constant time-delay static error output feedback control. In

order to handle the case where the master–slave systems can

not be synchronized by a pure time-delay static error output

feedback control, Liao and Chen [13] considered the feedback

control including both the current error state feedback and the

delayed static error output feedback, and gave some simple

algebraic conditions which are easy to be verified. In [1], the

results in [13], [23] were generalized and improved. Huang et

al. [11] extended the setting in [13] from a constant time-delay

feedback control to a time-varying delay one and derived

some delay-independent and delay-dependent synchronization

criteria under the assumption that the bound of time-derivative

of the time-varying delay is less than one. However, when

deriving delay-dependent sufficient conditions for master–slave

synchronization, both model transformation [11], [13], [23] and

bounding technique for cross terms [11] were employed. As

pointed out by Gu et al. [7], model transformation sometimes

will induce additional dynamics. Although a tighter bounding

for cross terms can reduce the conservatism, however, there is

no obvious way to obtain a much tighter bounding for cross

terms. To sum up, in order to derive a much less conservative

synchronization condition, we are in a position to avoid using

both model transformation and bounding technique for cross

terms, which is the first motivation of the present study.

It should be pointed out that the results in [1], [11], [13], [23]

were only concerned with deriving some sufficient conditions

for master–slave synchronization of Lur’e systems, and did not

address how to design the controller. A nonlinear optimization

approach proposed by Suykens and Vandewalle [16] was sug-

gested to handle the controller design issue. However, the non-

linear optimization problem was a nonconvex one. Non-differ-

entiability might occur [16]. How to easily design the controller

using a convex optimization problem is the second motivation

of the current study.

In this paper, we will deal with the problem of master–slave

synchronization of Lur’e systems using time-varying delay

1549-8328/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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feedback control. Two cases of the time-varying delays will

be studied and some delay-dependent synchronization criteria

will be derived without employing any model transformation

and bounding technique for cross terms. We will build the rela-

tionship between the synchronization criteria for the two cases

of time-varying delays. Based on the synchronization criteria,

we will give some sufficient conditions on the existence of a

time-varying delay error feedback controller. These sufficient

conditions will be formulated in the form of linear matrix

inequalities (LMIs). Instead of solving a nonlinear optimization

problem, we will design the controller by solving a set of LMIs.

We will use Chua’s circuit to illustrate the effectiveness of the

design method.

Notation: denotes the -dimensional Euclidean space.

is the set of all real matrices. For symmetric

matrices and , the notation (respectively, )

means that matrix is positive definite (respectively,

positive semi-definite). is an identity matrix of appro-

priate dimensions. denotes the trace of matrix .

denotes the block-diagonal matrix. For

an arbitrary matrix and two symmetric matrices and ,

the symmetric term in a symmetric matrix is denoted by , i.e.,

.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consider a general master–slave synchronization scheme

using time-varying delay static error feedback control

(1)

(2)

(3)

with master system , slave system and controller , where

the time delay satisfying is a time-varying

function. The master and slave systems are Lur’e systems

with state vectors , and the output vectors

, respectively; , ,

are constant matrices;

is a memoryless nonlinear vector valued function which is

globally Lipschitz , and suppose that the nonlinearity

is time-invariant, decoupled, and satisfies a sector condi-

tion with belonging to a sector , i.e.,

(4)

Defining a signal , we have the error system

(5)

where and

. Let , ,

. Suppose that belongs to the

sector (Curran and Chua [4]; Suykens and Vandewalle

[16]), i.e., for , ,

(6)

The initial condition of system (5) is defined as

(7)

where is a continuous vector valued function.

The purpose of this paper is to design the time-varying delay

controller (3), i.e., to find the controller gains and , such

that the system described by (5)–(7) is globally asymptotically

stable, which means that the system described by (1)–(3) syn-

chronizes.

Throughout this paper, we will handle the following two cases

of the time-varying delay .

Case 1) is a continuous function satisfying

(8)

Case 2) is a differentiable function satisfying

(9)

In the above, and are constants.

Remark 1: One can clearly see that Case 1 includes Case 2 as

a special case. Case 1 only requires that the time-varying delay

is a bounded continuous function while Case 2 needs additional

information regarding the bound of the derivative of the time-

varying delay. If the time-varying delay is differentiable and

, one can get a less conservative result using Case 2 than

that employing Case 1. However, if the time-varying delay is not

differentiable for all , only Case 1 can be used to handle

the situation.

The following lemma is useful in deriving synchronization

criteria.

Lemma 1: For any constant matrix ,

, scalar , and vector function

such that the following integration is well defined, then

(10)

Proof: Use Lemma 1 in [9] to obtain

Re-arranging some terms yields (10).
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III. STABILITY ANALYSIS

For Case 1, choosing a Lyapunov–Krasovskii functional can-

didate as

(11)

where is defined as , , and

, ; , , we

have the following result.

Proposition 1: Under Case 1, the error system described

by (5)–(7) is globally asymptotically stable if there exist

real matrices , , and

such that

(12)

where

Proof: Taking the derivative of with respect to

along the trajectory of (5) yields

From (6), for , we have

Use Lemma 1 to obtain

Noting that (5) is true, the following holds:

where

Then, we have

where

with

If , then there exists a sufficiently small such that

for ,

which means that the system described by (5)–(7) is globally

asymptotically stable. In view of Schur complement, is

implied by . This completes the proof.

For Case 2, since is a differentiable function, by

making use of this additional information, we choose a Lya-

punov–Krasovskii functional candidate as

(13)

where is defined in (11) and

with , . Then, similar to the proof of

Proposition 1, we can conclude the following result.

Proposition 2: Under Case 2, the error system described by

(5)–(7) is globally asymptotically stable if there exist real

matrices , , , and

such that

(14)

where is defined in (12).

Remark 2: Employing model transformation and bounding

technique for cross terms, Huang et al. [11] also considered the

problem of global asymptotic stability for the error system de-

scribed by (5)–(7), where the assumption that

on time-varying delay is required. However, from the proof

process of Proposition 1, one can clearly see that neither model

transformation nor bounding technique for cross terms is in-

volved. Therefore, the global asymptotic stability criteria are ex-

pected to be less conservative. Moreover, the restriction

is removed, which means that a fast time-varying delay is al-

lowed.
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It is easy to see that Propositions 1 and 2 provide delay-depen-

dent sufficient conditions for Cases 1 and 2, respectively, which

can guarantee global asymptotic stability of the error system de-

scribed by (5)–(7). Depending on the information of delay ,

we can decide to use Proposition 1 or Proposition 2. If is

a continuous function which is not differentiable for all ,

i.e., only the information about is available, we can only use

Proposition 1. If is a differentiable function, both Proposi-

tions 1 and 2 can be applied. The natural question is: Is there

any relationship between Propositions 1 and 2? The following

proposition well answers this question.

Proposition 3: Suppose that the delay satisfies (9). Then,

we have the following facts.

(i) For , there exist real matrices

, , , and

such that if

and only if there exist real matrices ,

, and such

that .

(ii) For , if there exist real matrices ,

, and

such that , then there exist real matrices

, , , and

such that ;

However, the reverse is not necessarily true.

Proof: (i) Necessity is obvious. For sufficiency, if there

exist real matrices , , and

such that , then there

exists a sufficiently small scalar such that

(15)

Choosing such that , we

have

(16)

Letting , combining (15) with (16) yield .

(ii) Similar to the proof of the sufficiency part in (i), we can

conclude that for , if there exist real matrices

, , and

such that , then there exist real matrices

, , , and

such that . In the following,

we consider the reverse. Without loss of generality since there

always exists an orthogonal transformation such that a real sym-

metric matrix can be transformed into a diagonal one, we as-

sume that

where , , ,

and ( , 2, 3, 4) are real scalars satisfying

It is easy to see that is not negative definite. However, there

exists an real matrix , where

, such that

i.e. , which means that for this situation, the reverse is

not true. This completes the proof.

Remark 3: The second statement “However, the reverse is

not necessarily true” in Proposition 3 (ii) means that for some

situation, for , even if there exist real matrices

, , , and

such that , for the same

, , and

, the inequality is no longer satisfied.

Remark 4: If we consider the pure time-varying delay static

error output feedback controller, then the error system (5) be-

comes

The corresponding stability conditions are easily derived by set-

ting in (12) and (14) for Cases 1 and 2, respectively.

Remark 5: If there exist parameter perturbations in system’s

matrices, then we have the following uncertain master and slave

systems

(17)

and

(18)

where , , and are known real constant matrices of ap-

propriate dimensions, and is an unknown continuous time-

varying matrix function satisfying

(19)

The corresponding error system becomes

(20)

Using the routine method of handling norm-bounded uncer-

tainty [8], by Propositions 1 and 2, one can easily obtain more

general results.

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN

In this section, based on the analysis results in last section,

we are in a position to address the issue of controller design.

Applying Proposition 1 we first state and establish the following

result for Case 1.

Proposition 4: Under Case 1, for a given scalar , the

system described by (1)–(3) synchronizes, with the error system

described by (5)–(7) having a unique and globally asymptot-

ically stable equilibrium point , if there exist

real matrices , , and

, , of appropriate dimensions

such that

(21)
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where

Moreover, the controller gains of (3) are given by

and , respectively.

Remark 6: It should be pointed out that even though we can

derive using (21), we can not guarantee to have the

controller gain from , which means that once

is obtained, one should solve the equation to derive

. In some situations, in order to guarantee that there exists a

solution to the equation , we can set the matrix

in the special structure depending on the information regarding

matrices and .

Remark 7: Different from a nonlinear optimization problem

proposed by Suykens and Vandewalle [16], which is a non-

convex optimization problem, one can clearly see that the

problem for designing the controller gains can be solved by

an efficient convex optimization algorithm, i.e., an LMI solver

feasp, which is well developed in Matlab LMI Toolbox [6]. It

should be pointed out that although the nonlinear optimization

problem in [16] is a nonconvex optimization problem, one can

have convex subproblems depending on how one solves the

optimization problem.

We need the following lemma to prove Proposition 4.

Lemma 2: For any real matrix , ,

a nonsingular matrix , and a scalar , then

(22)

Proof: It is easy to see that

Re-arranging some terms yields (22). This completes the

proof.

Proof of Proposition 4: Pre- and post-multiply both sides of

(12) with , respectively, to obtain

where

For a given scalar , by Lemma 2, we have

(23)

Then, introducing new variables , ,

, , and using Schur complement

yield (21). This completes the proof.

Based on Proposition 2, the controller can be designed for

three different situations: 1) ; 2) ; 3) .

Proposition 5: Under Case 2 with , for given scalars

and , the system described by (1)–(3) synchronizes,

with the error system described by (5)–(7) having a unique and

globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point , if

there exist real matrices , ,

, and , , of

appropriate dimensions such that

(24)

where

Moreover, the controller gains of (3) are given by

and , respectively.

Proof: Pre- and post-multiplying both sides of (14) with

, respectively, we have

(25)

where
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Notice that (23), and for a given scalar , use Lemma 2 to

obtain

Then, introducing new variables , ,

, , , and using Schur

complement yield (24). This completes the proof.

Remark 8: It should be pointed out that instead of using

Lemma 2 to handle the nonlinear terms and

in (25) in the proof of Proposition 5, one can

introduce two new variables and such that

which are equivalent to

(26)

Then, (25) becomes

(27)

where

Introduce new variables , , ,

, , , ,

and use Schur complement to obtain

(28)

where

Then, we can formulate a minimization problem as

and

If , we can conclude

that under Case 2 with , the system described by (1)–(3)

synchronizes and the controller gains of (3) are given by

and , respectively.

Proposition 6: Under Case 2 with , for given scalar

, the system described by (1)–(3) synchronizes, with the

error system described by (5)–(7) having a unique and globally

asymptotically stable equilibrium point , if there exist

real matrices , ,

, and , , of appropriate

dimensions such that

(29)

where

Moreover, the controller gains of (3) are given by

and , respectively.

Proof: Notice that for , we have .

The remaining proof is the same as that in Proposition 5. This

completes the proof.

Proposition 7: Under Case 2 with , for a given scalar

, the system described by (1)–(3) synchronizes, with the

error system described by (5)–(7) having a unique and globally

asymptotically stable equilibrium point , if there exist

real matrices , ,

, and , , of appropriate

dimensions such that

(30)
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TABLE I
THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED TIME-DELAY BOUND r FOR DIFFERENT r

where

Moreover, the controller gains of (3) are given by

and , respectively.

Proof: Notice that for

. Apply Schur complement to in (2,2)-

block in (25), and follow the same proof in Proposition 5 for the

remaining part. This completes the proof.

V. EXAMPLE

In order to show the effectiveness of the derived results in this

paper, we consider the following Chua’s Circuit

with nonlinear characteristic

and parameters , , , ,

and (Chua et al. [3]; Madan [15]). The system can be

represented in Lur’e form [23] with

and belonging to sector

with .

We first consider the stability analysis. In order to compare

with the result in [11] and show the effectiveness of Propositions

1 and 2, let the controller gains be]

Applying the criterion (Theorem 1) in [11] and Propositions 1

and 2, the maximum allowed delay bound is listed in Table I,

Fig. 1. Simulation results for master, slave, and error systems for delay r =

0:1527.

from which one can clearly see that for , both Propo-

sition 1 and Proposition 2 can provide a larger bound than the

criterion in [11]; for , the criterion in [11] fails to make

any conclusion while Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 are still

valid to give the results. From the table, one can also see that

for , one can obtain better results using Proposition 2

than Proposition 1; for , the same results are derived

using Propositions 1 and 2, which further verifies Proposition 3

through this example. Figs. 1 and 2 give the simulation results

for master, slave and error systems for delay and

0.1622, respectively. One can clearly see that the master and

slave systems are indeed synchronized.
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Fig. 2. Simulation results for master, slave, and error systems for delay r =

0:1622.

Next, we address the controller design.

Case 1) Let and choose . Using Proposi-

tion 4, we have

Then, the feedback gains are given by

We give the simulation results for master, slave and

error systems for the above derived gains and delay

in Fig. 3, from which one can see that the

master and slave systems are synchronized.

Case 2) (i) For , , choosing

and , applying Proposition 5 yield

Then, the feedback gains are given by

(ii) For , , choose and use

Proposition 6 to obtain
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Fig. 3. Simulation results for master, slave and error systems for Case I.a

Fig. 4. Simulation results for master, slave and error systems for Case II-(i).

Then, we derive the feedback gains as

(iii) For , , choosing

and employing Proposition 7, we have
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for master, slave and error systems for Case II-(ii).

Fig. 6. Simulation results for master, slave and error systems for Case II-(iii).

One obtains the feedback gains as

The simulation results for master, slave and error

systems for the above derived gains and delays for
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Case II (i)–(iii) are illustrated in Figs. 4–6, respec-

tively. From these simulation results, one can clearly

see that the master and slave systems are synchro-

nized, which means that the design method is effec-

tive.

VI. CONCLUSION

The problem of designing time-varying delay feedback con-

trollers for master–slave synchronization of Lur’e systems has

been addressed. Some delay-dependent synchronization criteria

have been obtained. In order to reduce the conservatism of the

criteria, we have avoided using model transformation and bound

technique for cross terms, which are used in the literature in de-

riving delay-dependent synchronization criteria for Lur’e sys-

tems. We have successfully built the relationship between the

criteria for the two cases of time-varying delays and have con-

cluded that if the time-varying delay is differentiable and the

bound of the time derivative of the time-varying delay is less

than one, we can derive a less conservative result using the cri-

terion for the second case than that for the first case; on the other

hand, when the bound of the time derivative of the time-varying

delay is equal to or greater than one, we can get the same results

using the criteria for the first case or second case; however, if the

time-varying delay is not differentiable, only the criterion for

the first case can be used to handle the situation. Based on the

newly-established synchronization criteria, we have derived suf-

ficient conditions on the existence of a time-varying delay feed-

back controller. Based on these sufficient conditions, we have

designed controller gains by solving a set of LMIs. We have

also illustrated the effectiveness of the design method through

Chua’s circuit.
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